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Abstract
Purpose To surmount the critical issues of clinical hepatectomy and achieve a precise surgical navigation
of hepatocellular carcinoma after long-term transcatheter arterial embolization (TAE).

Methods A facile and green pure-nanomedicine formulation technology was developed to construct
carrier-free indocyanine green nanoparticles (nanoICG). The nanoICG was dispersed into lipiodol via a
super-stable homogeneous lipiodol formulation technology (SHIFT nanoICG) for TAE combined with
near-infrared �uorescence-guided precise hepatectomy.

Results We demonstrate that SHIFT nanoICG integrates excellent anti-photobleaching capacity, great
optical imaging properties, and speci�c tumoral deposition to recognize tumor regions, featuring
su�cient physical stability for �uorescence-guided precise hepatectomy. Importantly, SHIFT nanoICG is
capable of visualizing all lesions in rabbit-bearing VX2 orthotopic hepatocellular carcinoma models, even
the tiny focus to 0.6 × 0.4 mm.

Conclusion Our �ndings indicate that SHIFT nanoICG provides a promising avenue to address the clinical
issue of hepatectomy and has excellent potential for a translational pipeline.

Introduction
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the �fth most prevalent malignancy worldwide and is characterized by
poor prognosis and high mortality [1]. Despite the slew of emerging strategies [2–5], surgical resection
remains the mainstream treatment for HCC [6, 7]. However, the e�ciency of surgical resection has been
compromised by ill-de�ned tumor margins and occult lesions of HCC [8]. Consequently, aggressive
hepatectomy tends to lower prognosis, while conservative resection can easily lead to relapse. In clinical
settings, �uorescence-guided surgical navigation is promising to achieve speci�c operations, realizing an
excellent prognosis. Indocyanine green (ICG), the only Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved
near-infrared �uorescent agent, has been widely applied in the surgical navigation of solid tumors and
metastases, showing low toxicity and prominent optical visualization [9, 10]. Despite its advantages, ICG
suffers from three critical issues: i) rapid clearance in blood circulation; ii) instability and poor light
bleaching resistance; and ) lack of tumor speci�city. Therefore, it is imperative to overcome the issues of
ICG and achieve a stably entire surgical-span procedure imaging-guided speci�c hepatectomy.

Advances in nanotechnologies and biomaterial sciences have successfully promoted the �uorescent
properties and in vivo metabolism of ICG, thereby extending its biomedical applications. For example,
both nanovesicle-loaded and chemically synthesized ICG-based nanoparticles demonstrated a long blood
circulation and stability for tumor-speci�c imaging [11–14]. However, additional ingredients were
inevitably required for the preparation of ICG nanoparticles, which may introduce toxicity and increase the
complexity of clinical translation. Recently, many pure nanomedicines have been fabricated using the
supercritical �uids antisolvent (SAS) strategy with the help of supercritical carbon dioxide (SC-CO2) [15,
16]. SAS enables the self-assembly of clinical medicines without any additive ingredients or solvents; it
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may, thereby, be useful in further studies of pure nanomedicines. This environmentally-friendly strategy is
regarded as a super-stable pure-nanomedicine formulation technology (SPFT) and broadens the potential
clinical applications for nanomedicines.

In clinical treatment, some HCC patients are suitable for direct surgical treatment [17]; performing the
surgery following transcatheter arterial embolization (TAE) was a critical combined strategy for patients
with advanced HCC [18–20]. Lipiodol is the most common embolic agent and exerts an excellent curative
effect of tumor-feeding artery embolization and better biological safety, which bene�ted from the speci�c
uptake of lipiodol by tumor cells and in situ drug administration [21, 22]. In addition, �uorescent iodized
emulsions could accomplish imaging-guided surgical navigation after TAE [23, 24]. However, two issues
should be resolved before identifying an ideal �uorescence-labeled embolic candidate: i) homogeneous
dispersion and long-time stability; and ii) high �uorescence intensity and accurate identi�cation of tumor
boundaries. In our previous study, we constructed a super-stable homogeneous intermixed formulation
technology (SHIFT), in which the drug molecule could disperse homogeneously in lipiodol [25, 26].

Hereby, we develop a carrier-free ICG nanoparticle based homogeneous lipiodol formulation (SHIFT
nanoICG) for precise surgical treatment after TAE. We found that SHIFT nanoICG performs an excellent
tumor-speci�c deposition after TAE, and thereby enables nanoICG to visualize the tumor regions for
precise resection (Fig. 1). The prepared SHIFT nanoICG exhibited superior retention in lesions and stable
�uorescence imaging capability. In particular, SHIFT nanoICG shows great anti-photobleaching ability
under 6 h of continuous irradiation from a �uorescent navigation system, allowing �uorescence imaging
that endures throughout the entire surgically guided resection. As a result, SHIFT nanoICG exhibits
remarkable retention in the rabbit ear-bearing VX2 tumor model and is capable of visualizing all lesions in
the VX2 orthotopic hepatocarcinoma model, even the tiny focus to 0.6 × 0.4 mm. Therefore, SHIFT
nanoICG is a promising multifunctional formulation for HCC resection and may prove valuable for clinical
translation efforts in cancer therapy.

Materials And Methods
Materials

Indocyanine green was purchased from Aladdin Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd. Lipiodol was
purchased from Jiangsu Hengrui Pharmaceutical Company. Pentobarbital sodium was purchased from
Lulong biotechnology Co., Ltd. Dichloromethane and ethyl alcohol were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd. Our lab developed the SHIFT and SPFT equipment (Patent no.
2019107349374.4; 201910105683X and 16581600), Xiamen University. Interventional instruments were
available from the radiology department of Xiang’an Hospital of Xiamen University. 

Synthesis and characterization of nanoICG

A total of 20 mg ICG molecule was dissolved into 10 mL of ethyl alcohol and dichloromethane mixed
solution, and then the mixed solution was dropped into a supercritical CO2 �uid reactor along with a
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speed of 1 mL/min. After 30 min reaction, the solvent was removed by supercritical CO2, resulting in the
precipitation of nanoICG.

Then, the collected nanoICG was measured by SEM (EM CPD300, Leica, German), and DLS (Malvern
Instruments, Malvern, UK). The �uorescent and photoacoustic signal intensity were detected through IVIS
Lumina  system (PE, America) and LAZR-X@VEVO-2100 (Fuji, Japan), respectively. For the anti-
photobleaching capacity detection of nanoICG, free ICG and nanoICG were irradiated by 808 nm laser (1
W/cm2) for different time points (5, 10 min), and then the �uorescent signal was following measured by
IVIS Lumina  system. 

Synthesis and characterization of SHIFT nanoICG

In the homogeneous dispersion process, 2 mg nanoICG was comingled with 10 mL lipiodol in the reaction
device. The CO2 gas was developed to supercritical �uid at the condition of 55 ℃ with 1500 rpm stirring
speed and 20 MPa via a cyclic pressure pump. After 90 min reaction, the sample was collected along with
pressure relief, and the sample was named SHIFT nanoICG.

For the characterization, nanoICG was re-extracted from SHIFT nanoICG (300 μL) via saline (600 μL) at
37 ℃ for different time points (1, 2 ,3, 5, and 7 days). UV-2100 spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Japan),
TEM (TecnaiG2 Spirit, FEI), and LC-MS (SPD-20A, Japan) were used to verify the molecular component of
nanoICG. The viscosities of lipiodol, the mixture of nanoICG and lipiodol, and SHIFT nanoICG were
detected with viscosimeter at 37 ℃. Radio-imaging properties of lipiodol and SHIFT nanoICG were
investigated on the CT system (Siemens Inveon micro-CT instrument). 

Preparation of decellularized liver and determination of drugs release

The decellularized liver model was constructed by a previously reported method [27]. Brie�y, the rat liver
was intactly removed and frozen at -80 ℃ overnight. Then, the portal vein and inferior vena cava of liver
were irrigated via 5% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) solution with a �ow velocity of 4 mL/min for 8 to 10
hours after organ thawing, and then rinsed with 0.9% saline to remove SDS.

For agent evaluation, nanoICG solution was prepared with a concentration of 2 mg/mL. Then, the
prepared decellularized liver models were rinsed with 0.9% saline to full vessels, and the formulation was
slowly injected into the hepatic inferior vena cava with a 1 mL syringe. After that, �uorescence
microscope, stereoscope, PAI, DSA and CT were used to capture images at different time points to
investigate the behaviors. The captured images were analyzed and semi-quanti�ed by Image J software
(National Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). 

VX2 ear-bearing subcutaneous and orthotopic liver cancer model of rabbit

Animal experiments were approved by Animal Care and Use Committee (CC/ACUCC) of Xiamen
University. New Zealand white rabbits (2.5-3.0 kg) were obtained from Shanghai SLAC Laboratory
Animal. VX2 tumor mass (Shanghai Lalan Biotechnology) was planted in the hind leg of rabbit. After 15
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days, the active VX2 tumor was obtained and cut into 1 mm3 piece to implant into rabbit ear for
subcutaneous models and left liver for orthotopic models, respectively. For the subcutaneous models, the
tumor could reach 100-150 mm3 after 7 days, and for the orthotopic models, the tumors were veri�ed via
3.0 T MRI (Magnetom Skyra) after 15 days. 

Fluorescence-guided orthotopic surgical hepatectomy

When the orthotopic VX2 tumor size reaches about 10 mm × 10 mm, the rabbits were subjected to take
intervention through a percutaneous intra-arterial femoral port-catheter system by the guidance of DSA,
and then SHIFT nanoICG (200 μL, 2 mg/mL) was injected into lesions slowly. After that, the evaluation of
intervention was investigated via CT plain scan. After 7 days, the anesthetic rabbits were submitted to
implement �uorescence-guided navigation surgical resection. After disinfected by iodophor, the liver was
exposed. The �uorescent surgical navigation system (Wuxi Apptec, China) was applied to lighten the liver
under dark and sterile condition and observe lesions, a high-signal region, through the display screen of
the system. And then the contrast mode of the equipment could use to ensure the boundary between
tumor and normal liver tissue. Afterward, the tumor lesions could be resected under the guidance of the
lighted area on the screen. Subsequently, the resected tissues were investigated by PAI, and DR to verify
the signal of nanoICG and lipiodol. Finally, H&E staining was utilized to evaluate the resection. 

Biological safety test

On 7th day, we collected about 200 μL blood of the embolic rabbits from the ear vein, and alanine
transaminase (ALT), alkaline phosphatase (ALP), aspartate aminotransferase (AST), albumin (ALB),
creatine kinase (CK), and urease (UREA), the indicators of renal, cardiac, and liver function were tested by
the corresponding kit. 

Results
Synthesis and characteristics of nanoICG via SPFT

To synthesize nanoICG, we designed a pure physical nanomedicine technology. In brief, ICG molecules
were dissolved into a low boiling point solvent of ethyl alcohol and dichloromethane solution, and the
mixed solution was then dropped into SC-CO2 �uid reaction slowly and equably. After pressure relief, the
solvent was removed via pneumatolysis of CO2, and the uniform pure ICG nanoparticle was obtained.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) revealed that nanoICG particles were homogeneous spherical
particles (Fig. 2a), and dynamic light-scattering (DLS) analyses con�rmed the hydrate particle size of
nanoICG to be 40.7 ± 4.5 nm (Fig. 2b) with a low particle dispersion index (PDI) of 0.163, which testi�es
to the excellent biomedical application potential of nanoICG.

Optical imaging performance of nanoICG
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The ultra-violet (UV) absorption of nanoICG was then investigated. The UV absorption curves implied that
the absorption of nanoICG did not differ signi�cantly from that of free ICG (Fig. 2c). Owing to the
photoacoustic (PA) imaging capability of ICG [28, 29], we tested the PA imaging ability of nanoICG,
revealing that nanoICG exhibited higher PA intensity up to three times higher than free ICG (Fig. 2d, e).

Subsequently, the photothermal (PT) conversion capacity of nanoICG was investigated (Fig. S1). The
result indicated that PT conversion of nanoICG performed a faster heating speed than free ICG under 808-
nm-wavelength irradiation. The PA and PT properties of nanoICG suggested that the thermal expansion
coe�cient of the ICG molecule has been improved due to the nano-crystallization via SPFT. Additionally,
nanoICG performed outstanding anti-photobleaching capability, a critical property for surgical navigation
[30], which enables much higher photostability than that of free ICG (Fig. 2f, g). It is also notable that the
�uorescence of nanoICG recovered along with irradiation at a wavelength of 808 nm (1 W/cm2), and even
exhibited a pH dependence in that the �uorescence intensity was enhanced with a mildly acid solution
(pH 6.5) than with a neutral solution (Fig. S2). Therefore, we inferred that nanoICG has higher optical
imaging capacity and anti-photobleaching capability than free ICG molecules and may help achieve
enhanced surgical navigation. 

Synthesis and characteristics of lipiodol-nanoICG formulation via SHIFT

For the further application of nanoICG in TAE and �uorescence-guided surgical navigation combined
strategy, we commingled nanoICG into lipiodol homogeneously utilizing our previously reported SHIFT
strategy [25] (Fig. 3a). Firstly, nanoICG was released into saline to verify whether the morphology and
property were affected via SHIFT. The released experiment of SHIFT nanoICG was tested at pH 6.5 and
pH 7.4 at 37 ℃, respectively. The result exhibits that the release rate of SHIFT nanoICG in saline (pH 6.5)
was faster than that of in saline (pH 7.4), implying the acid-responsive property of SHIFT nanoICG (Fig.
S3). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) revealed that nanoICG remained nano-sized (diameter: ~
30 nm, Fig. 3b), and the UV absorption curve showed that the absorption peak of SHIFT nanoICG was
broader than the absorption peak of released nanoICG, which showed the same absorption curve as free
ICG (Fig. 3c). Furthermore, the molecular structure of nanoICG in lipiodol was determined by liquid
chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS), which indicated the molecular component consistency of
nanoICG in lipiodol relative to the ICG standard samples (Fig. 3d). Interestingly, the retention time (RT) of
nanoICG was shorter than that of the ICG standard, suggesting that nanoICG may have a different
physical polarity state than free ICG. 

Maintaining viscosity is crucial for lipiodol to realize effective embolization. Thus, the viscosity of SHIFT
nanoICG was compared with that of lipiodol [31], revealing no obvious changes in viscosity following the
SHIFT procedure (Fig. 3e). SHIFT nanoICG also exhibited admirable stability at room temperature even up
to 60 days (Fig. 3f). These results demonstrated that SHIFT nanoICG kept the properties of nanoICG and
lipiodol compatibility, and this green technology, which does not require additional chemicals, is better for
clinical translation.
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To further evaluate the imaging performance of SHIFT nanoICG, we �rst investigated its �uorescent
imaging capability. As expected, SHIFT nanoICG exhibited a higher �uorescence intensity at pH 6.5 than
at pH 7.4, even at the 7-day timepoint (Fig. 3g), indicating that SHIFT nanoICG may exert long-term and
speci�c �uorescence at the tumor microenvironment (TME) [32]. In addition, PA imaging showed that
SHIFT nanoICG not only had an excellent signal which was approximately 20 times and 3 times higher
than that of free ICG and nanoICG, respectively, but also had most homogenous signal than the other
groups, which indicates its outstanding imaging ability (Fig. 3h and Fig. S4). Because, lipiodol could act
as contrast agent in computerized tomography (CT) imaging, we measured the CT imaging performance
of SHIFT nanoICG. The results showed that the CT imaging performance of SHIFT nanoICG was
consistent with that of lipiodol and lasted for 60 days with no obvious changes (Fig. 3i). All of this
evidence demonstrated the profound value of SHIFT nanoICG in promoting ICG performance, especially
for precise tumor imaging.  SHIFT nanoICG has been shown to effectively overcome the weak anti-
photobleaching ability of ICG and to have a superior imaging capacity for surgical navigation. 

Evaluation of SHIFT nanoICG formulation in a decellularized liver model

Decellularized liver is a meaningful model to investigate the stability, homogeneity, drug release
properties, and embolic effects of SHIFT nanoICG. Firstly, as shown in Fig. 4a and Fig. S5, the
decellularized liver model was successfully established. We demonstrate that the pure water-soluble
nanoICG solution injected into the decellularized liver venous was diffused out of the blood vessels in
only 30 min (Fig. S6), while the lipiodol-based formulation did remain relatively stable. Twenty-four hours
after the injection, SHIFT nanoICG group showed an excellent homogenous distribution and imperceptible
drug release, while the Mix nanoICG group exhibited obvious aggregation and nanoICG release from
vessels (Fig. 4b). PA imaging was also used to investigate the behavior of nanoICG, revealing that the
signal of SHIFT nanoICG remained nearly unchanged, while the signal of Mix nanoICG was
heterogeneous and concentrated in the vessel wall (Fig. 4c and S7), indicating SHIFT nanoICG has a
stable and homogeneous distribution in blood vessels. Furthermore, three-dimensional (3D) confocal
microscopy evaluated the distribution and drug release behavior of Mix nanoICG and SHIFT nanoICG
after injection into the venous system of the decellularized liver model. The results showed that SHIFT
nanoICG can disperse into tiny blood vessels and displays a stable and uniform morphology, while Mix
nanoICG was nearly diffused out of the blood vessels within 72 h (Fig. 4d, e). Moreover, digital
subtraction angiography (DSA) and CT-3D imaging showed that lipiodol could embolize the blood vessels
perfectly, even within 72 h (Fig. 4f). These results suggest that SHIFT nanoICG has excellent stability,
dispersibility, and slow release in the liver, which testi�es to its promising applications in vivo.

Evaluation of the navigation performance of SHIFT nanoICG in rabbit ear-bearing subcutaneous VX2
models

On account of the favorable behavior of SHIFT nanoICG in optical imaging, anti-photobleaching, TME-
responsive release, and the preservation of lipiodol attributes, the evaluation of SHIFT nanoICG was
further investigated in rabbit ear-bearing subcutaneous VX2 models. As illustrated in Fig. 5a, the primary
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VX2 subcutaneous models were constructed on rabbit ears, and after approximately 7 days, the
successfully constructed models were randomly divided into one of three groups: mixed nanoICG, SHIFT
ICG, and SHIFT nanoICG (n = 3, respectively). Under the guidance of DSA, the drugs (CICG = 0.2 mg/mL,
200 μL) were accurately embolized into lesions and subsequently visualized by a �uorescence-guided
surgical navigation system for point-in-time monitoring (3 h, 1, 3, 7, 14, and 21 days) to assess the
performance of navigation agents. The �uorescence results showed that SHIFT nanoICG not only
�uorescently marked the tumor lesion precisely, but the �uorescence also lasted over the long-term (up to
21 days) with high intensity (Fig. 5b). Conversely, despite the fact that the SHIFT ICG group also
illustrated good �uorescent navigated attribution, the �uorescence signal declined continuously after
post-surgical day 1. Furthermore, the semiquantitative �uorescent analysis demonstrated that the
strongest signal of SHIFT nanoICG was almost twice as high as that of SHIFT ICG (Fig. 5c), suggesting
that SHIFT nanoICG acted as a better navigation agent for embolization.

Subsequently, digital radiography (DR) imaging was used to verify whether the lipiodol deposited into
tumor lesions after 21 days, revealing that lipiodol was still retained after 21 days in all groups (Fig. 5d).
The PA imaging of the resected tumor lesions illustrated that the SHIFT nanoICG and SHIFT ICG groups
had a higher PA intensity than the Mix nanoICG group (Fig. 5e, f), suggesting that SHIFT is a superior
technology for controlled drug release. The biochemical indexes of the liver, kidney, and heart function
were further estimated, including alanine transaminase (ALT), alkaline phosphatase (ALP), aspartate
aminotransferase (AST), albumin (ALB), creatine kinase (CK), and urease (UREA). The results showed
that the indexes had nearly no obvious change compared to the control group (Fig. S8). As such, SHIFT
nanoICG is a remarkable candidate for precise �uorescence-guided surgical navigation via TAE.  

SHIFT nanoICG for precise surgical navigation of orthotopic HCC

Based on the excellent �uorescence performance and super-stable deposition of SHIFT nanoICG, the
�uorescence-guided surgical navigation capacity of SHIFT nanoICG in vivo was proposed and validated
(Fig. 6a). The primary VX2 orthotopic HCC models were established, and the successful models were
con�rmed by MRI (Fig 6b). Owing to the side-effects of high ICG concentration (up to 0.5 mg/kg),
including fever, shock, and allergy [33-35], the working concentration of nanoICG was investigated via
intravenous injection. Delightfully, nanoICG exhibited a superior �uorescent ability relative to free ICG at a
low concentration of 0.08 mg/kg (Fig. S9). Consequently, under the guidance of DSA, the SHIFT nanoICG
was taken to achieve tumor embolization, as shown in Fig. 6c. Afterward, CT imaging con�rmed that
SHIFT nanoICG was fully deposited in the tumor area (Fig. 6d), and the CT value of the lipiodol deposition
area (LDA) and the liver parenchymal area (LPA) were also evaluated (Fig. S10). The results indicated
that SHIFT nanoICG was homogeneously dispersed into the tumor area, with very little deposited in
healthy liver tissue, suggesting that SHIFT nanoICG is an excellent agent for TAE.

Due to the complexity and di�culty of performing an effective HCC surgery, this surgery invariably
requires a long operating time [36]; thus, the �uorescence-guided hepatectomy agent needs excellent
�uorescent stability to persist throughout the entire duration of the operation. Therefore, after 7 days of
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TAE, the embolic lesion was exposed under the irradiation of a �uorescent emitter for 6 continuous hours.
As expected, the �uorescence of SHIFT nanoICG not only clearly exhibited the tumor region and margin,
but also remained at over 80% of the initial intensity after 6 h of irradiation (Fig. 6e), indicating that SHIFT
nanoICG has great potential to guide an entire complex hepatectomy with high precision in vivo. As
expected, the tumors with SHIFT nanoICG were visualized with clear tumor delineation, establishing an
excellent condition for guiding hepatectomy (Fig. 6f). In particular, after resecting the obvious lighting
tumors, we re-evaluated the liver tissue and observed an additional two tiny light spots, which indicated
the presence of residual lesions. Subsequently, hematoxylin and eosin (HE) staining of resected tissues
demonstrated that SHIFT nanoICG-lightened tissues were tumor lesions, and the smallest re-assessed
tumor was as little as 0.6 mm × 0.4 mm (Fig. 6g). The results suggested that SHIFT nanoICG possesses
ultra-high sensitivity for tumor recognition to guide a precise hepatectomy and to preserve as much
normal liver tissue as possible. Additionally, HE staining delineated the margin between tumor and liver
tissues clearly, and the normal tissues showed no obvious damage caused by SHIFT nanoICG. The liver,
kidney, and heart function were further assessed through the bio-indicators of ALT, ALP, AST, ALB, CK, and
UREA. The results illustrated that the liver, kidney, and heart functions were only slightly affected relative
to the healthy control group (Fig. 6h), demonstrating that SHIFT nanoICG has excellent biocompatibility,
safety, and potential for clinical translation.

Discussion
Despite the fact that �uorescence-guided surgical navigation of HCC is a promising method to realize
high-precision resection for a good prognosis, ICG suffers from several critical issues, including rapid
metabolism, weak anti-photobleaching ability, and no targeting capacity. Therefore, developing a high-
performance agent for high-precision hepatectomy is strongly desired. In this study, we provide a facile,
green, and economical strategy of super-stable pure-nanomedicine formulation technology (SPFT) to
produce nanoICG, and which dispersed in lipiodol through our constructed super-stable homogenous
lipiodol formulation technology (SHIFT), with an ultra-high stability for a period exceeding 60 days. We
demonstrate that nanoICG has better optical properties than free ICG, and that nanoICG combines with
the excellent speci�c tumoral deposition of lipiodol to achieve precise and enduring guided hepatectomy,
thereby signi�cantly improving the visualization of otherwise indiscoverable satellite lesions. In particular,
based on the favorable optical capacity of nanoICG and suitable technology, the working concentration
of nanoICG is as low as 0.08 mg/kg, which is approximately one-seventh of the potential toxic
concentration of ICG. Therefore, SHIFT nanoICG could overcome the current clinical challenges to
achieving precise HCC identi�cation and resection.

Furthermore, SPFT is a green physical process and the characteristics of uniform size, clear components,
and easily scalable production endows nanoICG with great clinical translational potential. Importantly,
SHIFT is also a physical dispersion method that has excellent performance, safety, and effectiveness [25],
and that has been used in clinical multicenter clinical trials (Register No.ChiCTR2000035055, data not
shown). Taken together, SHIFT nanoICG is an effective, green, and safe �uorescence-guided embolic
agent for precise surgical navigation and is suitable for the translational pipeline. Moreover, the SPFT
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could be extended to chemotherapeutics, such as paclitaxel, and oxaliplatin, among others, for enhanced
chemotherapy. Additionally, chemotherapeutic agents and the ICG molecule could also be developed as a
kind of homogeneously mixed nanoparticles via SPFT, and could both be combined with TAE to achieve
more effective therapy, especially for that of advanced HCC. These chemotherapeutic agents and
embolization cooperated to reduce tumor volume, after which ICG can guild a precise resection to
improve prognosis. Such efforts are now underway in our laboratory.

Conclusion
In summary, the facile and green SHIFT nanoICG technology integrates the excellent anti-photobleaching
ability and imaging sensitivity of pure nanoICG, and the speci�c tumoral deposition of lipiodol, to address
the clinical issues of �uorescence-guided surgical navigation to realize a precise �uorescence-guided
hepatectomy, even for satellite lesions. Given the remarkable biocompatibility and biosafety of ICG and
lipiodol, SHIFT nanoICG has great potential for clinical hepatectomy and other cancer therapy.
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Figure 1

Schematic illustration of SHIFT nanoICG preparation and �uorescence-guided precise hepatectomy.
Super-stable pure-nanomedicine formulation technology (denoted as SPFT) was employed to produce
nanoICG with enhanced imaging property, anti-photobleaching capacity, and retention ability in tumor
regions compared with ICG molecule. Subsequently, nanoICG was homogenously dispersed into lipiodol
via SHIFT for speci�c deposition into hepatocellular carcinoma lesions through transcatheter
embolization, and then achieving precise �uorescence-guided resection.
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Figure 2

Characterization of nanoICG. a Representative SEM image of nanoICG. Scale bar: 500 nm. b DLS of
nanoICG. c Free ICG and nanoICG ultraviolet absorption spectra. d, e The photoacoustic signal of free ICG
and nanoICG at different concentrations (d), and the quantitative analysis of free ICG and nanoICG (e). f,
g Anti-photobleaching experiments of free ICG and nanoICG (f), and the quantitative analysis (g).
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Figure 3

Preparation and characterization of SHIFT nanoICG. a Schematic of SHIFT nanoICG preparation. b
Representative TEM image of released nanoICG (Inset: DLS of released nanoICG). c The ultraviolet
absorption spectra of SHIFT ICG, SHIFT nanoICG, released ICG, and released nanoICG. d LC-MS of SHIFT
nanoICG. e The viscosity of lipiodol, mixture of nanoICG and lipiodol, and SHIFT nanoICG. f The
photograph of the mixture of nanoICG and lipiodol, and SHIFT nanoICG of newly prepared and stored
after 60 days. g Fluorescent images and signals of SHIFT nanoICG in the condition of pH 6.5 and pH 7.4.
h Photoacoustic images and signals of free ICG, nanoICG, mix nanoICG, and SHIFT nanoICG. i CT images
and signals of lipiodol and SHIFT nanoICG.
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Figure 4

Preparation and characterization of SHIFT nanoICG in decellularized liver model. a Identi�cation of
decellularized liver model. b The stereoscope images of decellularized liver models and semi-quantitative
analysis of �uorescence intensity at each time point base on the location of white line after 24 h injection
of SHIFT nanoICG and Mix nanoICG. c The photoacoustic images of decellularized liver models after 24
h injection of SHIFT nanoICG and Mix nanoICG. d Representative 3D confocal microscopy images of
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nanoICG released from Mix nanoICG and SHIFT nanoICG formulation after 12 h and 72 h injection. e
Semi-quantitative analysis of �uorescence intensity at each time point base on the location of white line
12 h and 72 h �uorescent vision. f Representative CT-3D images of lipiodol in venous system of
decellularized liver model after 72 h injection.

Figure 5

The navigation performance of SHIFT nanoICG in rabbit ear-bearing VX2 subcutaneous models. a
Schematic illustration of �uorescent surgical navigation trail by SHIFT nanoICG. b Continuous navigation
performance monitoring of mix nanoICG (A), SHIFT ICG (B), and SHIFT nanoICG (C) for 21 days. c
Quantitative analysis of navigation performance. d DR imaging of the resected VX2 lesions. e, f PA
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imaging of the resected lesions (e) and the quantitative analysis (f). A, B and C represent mix nanoICG,
SHIFT ICG, and SHIFT nanoICG groups respectively.

Figure 6

The evaluation of �uorescence-guided surgical navigation of SHIFT nanoICG in orthotopic HCC models. a
Schematic illustration of �uorescent surgical navigation trail by SHIFT nanoICG. b-d Orthotopic models
veri�ed via MRI (b), DSA guided embolization of SHIFT nanoICG (c), and CT monitored embolic
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evaluation (d). e The anti-photobleaching was recorded underexposure of navigation system. f
Fluorescence-guided orthotopic VX2 model resection. g H&E staining of representative resected tumor
lesions. h The liver and kidney function measurement of control (A) and SHIFT nanoICG group (B).
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